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In this article we mainly deal with two subjects. First we define the 
universal characters of any rational representation of GL(n, C) and we 
give the decomposition formulas of tensor products between them in 
terms of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients (see Section 2, Theorem 2.4). 
Specifically we give the decomposition of tensor product V, @ V,*. (I’?. and 
V,, are irreducible representation spaces of GL(n).) In the second part we 
prove the decomposition formulas of the tensor product of two irreducible 
representations of Sp(2n, C) and of SO(n, C), different from our previous 
ones. 
As is well known, the Schur function 3).(x1, x2, . . . . x,) (the character of 
an irreducible polynomial representation corresponding to a partition il) 
has many nice and interesting properties. For example, for a fixed partition 
1, projective limit So = @J sl(xl, x2, . . . . x,) can be defined in the universal 
character ring A,, where /1, is the projective limit of graded algebras 
ax,, x2, . . . . dG” of symmetric polynomials in n variables (cf. [MI). (We 
sometimes write i,, and &,)(x) instead of s1 and s~(x,, x2, . . . . x,) to 
indicate the group.) Hence once we establish “formulas” in A, (e.g., the 
decomposition formulas of the product slsp or the decomposition formulas 
of plethysm So osP, etc.), these formulas are also valid for the actual 
polynomial representations of GL(n). In the first part of this article we 
show that we can define the “universal characters” for any rational 
irreducible representation of GL(n). Namely for any pair of partitions 
(2, p), we shall define [A, plcL (x, y) E A, @A,. satisfying the following 
property (where subscripts x and y indicate the set of variables, i.e., 
“Y =lim ay,, Y,,  . . . . y,JGn). If we apply the algebra homomorphism 
(specialization homomorphism) E,: /i, @ nY + R(GL(n)) to [A, ~1~~ 
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(R(GL(n)) is the character ring of GL(n) and for the definition of ii,, see 
Section 2), then we have 
and if 1(A) + I(p) > n 
or f (irreducible character}. 
Here CA PI GLcnJ denotes the irreducible character of GL(n) with the highest 
weight A,&, +&q + .‘. +,I,&, -p,.sn+rmr - ... -pZs,-r -prc,,, where 
2 = (A,, /I,, . ..) L), P = (PI 2 P2? . ..Y pL,), and Z(n) is the number of nonzero 
parts in I. (We call l(n) the length of I.) For the latter case we give an 
explicit description of the image iz,( [I, ~1~~). (According to King and 
Gupta we sometimes call these characters the universal characters of mixed 
tensor representations of GL(n). Later in Section 1, we will clarify the 
meaning of mixed tensors.) These characters have the following nice 
properties. 
(1) These [,I, ~1~~ (1, PEP) form a H free basis of rl,@n,, where 9 is 
the set of all partitions. 
(2) Let us denote the structure constant with respect to this basis 
f [A old (4 P ~9) by ~,-&,~!,,,~ namely 
Then M,,,k$$,, is given by 
where LR,& ‘s are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. This formula 
seems to be rather complicated. But if we note that Iz, r, z represent 
covariant parts and p, q, v represent contravariant parts, then intuitively 
speaking, the formula means that after the contractions between 5 and v 
and between q and z, the calculations of the tensor products between the 
covariant parts only and between the contravariant parts only give the 
coefficient M,,,J$,, . 
Applying it, to formula (O.l), we obtain the decomposition of the tensor 
product [t, qlGLCnj [T, vlGLCn,, which is independent of n, if n >= 
45) + 4rl) + Z(T) + l(v). 
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(3) (As the special case of (2), i.e., v] = t = 0). In the algebra /i, 0 /i,, 
we have the following formulas: 
Lx(x) PG~Y) = 1 LR:, LR,:: Cu, tlcx (A Y) (0.2) 
r.u.5 
(We denote by z’ the transposed Young diagram of the Young diagram 5.) 
Applying fi:n to formula (0.2), we have the irreducible decomposition of 
VA., 0 ( Vp,n)*, where vi.,, is an irreducible representation space with the 
highest weight 1 and * denotes the dual space. We note that these formulas 
play an important role in describing the restriction rules of an irreducible 
representation of the classical groups to their parabolic subgroups (cf. 
[KoT2]). 
The second formula (0.3) is essentially due to D. E. Littlewood, as 
remarked by R. Gupta [G] (also see R. Stanley [S]. He considered this 
formula in the character ring of SL(n, C), not in /1, @A,.) These two 
formulas also were stated in King’s paper [K2]. However, it seems that 
several points in their formulations and proofs require further clarification, 
so we give proofs of these formulas. Formula (0.2) is useful for the 
calculation of the generalized exponents of GL(n) (or SL(n)) (cf. [Ko]). 
The stabilities of generalized exponents for GL(n) (SL(n)), proved by 
Gupta [G], Hanlon [H], Stanley [S], follow easily from it. (For the 
actual calculations of generalized exponents using them, see [Mat] and 
also refer to [G].) Namely the Lie algebra of GL(n) is just the full matrix 
algebra M(n, C) and it is well known that the symmetric algebra over 
M(n, C) is decomposed into the direct sums: 
S(M(n, C)) = 1 V,,, 0 ( VA,n)* as GL(n) x GL(n) modules. 
i.Eb” 
Therefore due to the above formula, we have 
where 8” is the subset of 9 consisting of all the elements of length at most 
n. Hence the stable formulas of the generalized exponents of the irreducible 
representation [A, plSLCn) ( = [A, pIGLCn) 1 :$I”, are given by 
Cct,,dq) = fi (1 -d) 1 LR,:,, LR,:, 4”’ . 
i=l 1, r 
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In the second part, first we recall the universal characters A,, for the 
groups So(n) and I, for the groups Sp(2n). Let BkY (resp. CL,) be the 
universal decomposition coefficient of tensor products of SO(n) (resp. 
Sp(2n)). Namely BiY and C,$ are defined by 
PSO vso = c B;v &so and Ps*Vsp = c Cp$&p 
(B/v and CPty correspond to the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients in the 
case of GL(n).) We have already proved that BC;I-" = C,!, for all A, p, v E 9. 
Then we show the following: 
(4) B/& = C:v = Cr,e.t, e B LR,f; LR,:,, -f-J;,, . 
This formula was determined by D. E. Littlewood and stated in 
Littlewood [L] and King [Kl]. Since a satisfactory proof for this formula 
has not yet been given, we give the proof, This formula makes it much 
easier to calculate the decomposition of Aso~so (AsPpsP), compared with 
the formulas in our previous paper, since this new formula does not 
contain any terms with negative coefficients. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For G, = GL(n, @), we can take all the diagonal matrices T, as a 
maximal torus, i.e., T, = {diag(x,, x2, . . . . x,); xi E Q: x }. Let lj, be the Lie 
algebra of T,, and ai be a linear homomorphism of h, to @ defined by ’ 
a,: lj, 3 diag(h,, h2, . . . . h,) - hi E C. 
If we take all the upper triangular matrices as a Bore1 subgroup of G,, 
then the dominant weight lattice of G, is given by P,,, = 
{fl~l +f2Ez + ... +fnEn: fi If, 2 ... zf,, f,~i?}. For any pair of 
partitions (A, p), where A= (A,, I,, . . . . 1,); A1 2 A2 2 . . . 2 1, > 0 and p = 
04 7 P2, . . .Y p,); CL1 >= P2 >= . . . 2 pL, > 0, if IZ 2 s + t, we define the dominant 
integral weight [A, ~1, E P + ,n by 
Sometimes it is convenient to express these [A, ~1~‘s as in the following 
Fig. 1. 
We denote by CA plGLcnj the character with the highest weight [A, ~1,. 
(In this paper we always regard the characters as polynomial functions on 
Tn.) First we give a realization of this representation [A., /A]..(,,). We fix 
some notations. For a partition A, we put 121 = xi Izi and we denote by l(A) 
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FIGURE 1 
the Zength of L, which is by definition the number of nonzero parts in 1. Let 
V= C” (column vectors) be the natural representation space of GL(n) and 
V* denote the dual representation space of GL(n). Then we put 
Tk,,:= & VQ &I V*. 
Tk , is a representation space of GL(n) and we denote this representation by 
(pkI, Tk,). Let Cij (ls;;ik, lrjsl) be a linear homomorphism Cij: 
T k,+ Tk-llpl defined by Cij((x, @x2 0 ... Ox, @y’@y’@ ... By’) 
= (Xi, ,V’)x, 0x20 “. Oxi& QXj+l Q “’ QXk Q y’Qy2Q . . . Q 
yj-lQyi+lQ . ..@y’.wherex,~V(l~t~k)andy”~V*(l~~~I)and 
( , ) denotes the natural pairing of V and V*. (Ci j is sometimes called a 
contraction operator.) Let I”’ (15 s 5 k, 15 t 2 I) be a linear homo- 
morphism IS’: Tk- 1 [- 1 +T,,definedbyZ”‘(x,@x,@ . ..@xkPl@yl@ 
Y2Q ..s@y'-1)=~;=lx,@x2@ . ..Qx.-,Qe, Q x,0 -..QxkplQ 
Y'Q . . . Qy'-'Qe"Qy'Q . . . Qy'-', where {e, }; = 1 is the standard basis 
of C” and (e”}CFI is the dual basis of {e,}. Let r; j be the linear 
homomorphism zf f: Tk I + Tk , obtained by composing Cij and I”‘, namely 
7s !- T =I I IS ’ rj’ kl ’ Tk--11-l - Tk,. 
We define the subspace Tk’, of Tkl by 
Tk’, = (I (Ker Ci j). 
ljisk 
IzSjsl 
Tk’, is also a representation space of GL(n) and we denote this represen- 
tation by (pi,, Tk’[). We note that Gk x 6, (direct product of symmetric 
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groups of degree k and I) acts naturally on Tkl and T,‘, and commutes 
with the action of GL(n). We denote these representations by (rck I, Tkl) 
and (ni,, Tk,), respectively. For a subset S of End&T,,), we denote by 
(S) the subalgebra of End& Tk ,) generated by the elements of S and also 
for a subset S of Endc(T,‘,), (S)’ denotes the subalgebra of Endc(T,‘,) 
generated by the elements of S. Then 
THEOREM 1.1. (1) End+;,(,,(,,>. (T;,)= (qI((tjk x 8,))‘. 
(2) As GL(n) x (8, x (ti,) modules, Tk’{ are decomposed as 
where VCn,pl. is an irreducible representation space of GL(n) with the highest 
weight [I, p],, and U* (resp. U,) is an irreducible representation of 6, 
(resp. G,) corresponding to the Young diagram 1 (resp. p). 
This theorem says that any rational irreducible representation of GL(n) 
can be realized in the space of mixed tensors 0” V@ 0’ V*. This is the 
reason why we call irredicuble rational representations of GL(n) mixed 
tensor representations. A part of this theorem is stated in King [Kl], but 
he did not give the proof. For completeness we give the proof of this 
theorem. 
We put A = (Pk ,(GL(n))) and define B= End.(T,,). First we show the 
next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. B= (nkl(Bk x6,), T;; (1 Ss, isk, 1 st,jiZ)). 
Proof: Since B = Hom,( Tk /, Tk,)=(Tk,@T,+,)A=(@k v@@‘v*@ 
0” v* @I 0’ V)GL(n) and therefore B can be regarded as the subspace of 
the algebra S*(U) of the polynomial functions on U= 0” I/* 0 0’ VCI3 
0” Y@ 0’ V*, we can apply the first main theorem of the invariant 
theory for GL(n). Let (x(l), x@), . . . . x@), . . . . xCk), yClj, . . . . y(+ . . . . y(/,, zC1,, . . . . 
z(u), . . . . z(k), w(l, , . . . . w(u) , . . . . w(l)) be an element of U, where xc’), w(“) E I/* 
Y(,), z(,) E P’. Then S*(u) c’(n) is generated by the elements 
W), Y(r)), (x(s1Y ZC,,)~ (w(“)3 Y(,,h (w(“), Z(u)). 
B corresponds to the subspace of S*(U)GL(n) consisting of the multilinear 
functions with respect to the vector variables xc’), y(,,, z~,), w(“) on U. 
For CJE 6, and T E G1, l-J:=, (xCuCU)), zlU,) l-IL=, (y,,(,,,, w(“)) corresponds 
to the element Ickl(cJ x 7) E Hom,( Tkl, Tkl) and (X’“‘, J’tr))(Zci), W(j)) 
rk: cdP”), z(,w)) I-Ill: (Y(,*,,> WC”“)) corresponds to the element zf f, where 
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the suffix sets p,,, qu and rV, m, run over 15 p,,, q, 5 k, p, #s, qu # i and 
15 rv, m, 5 I, rv # t, m, # j and they are indexed in increasing order. It can 
be easily checked that r; ; and 7~~ I(G’k x 6,) generate the algebra B. 
This algebra B is an algebra analogous to the Brauer’s centralizer 
algebra of SO(n) and Sp(2n). B has the following multiplication laws: 
(1) (a, T) 7; f = q$)) ;{f’, (~7, 5) for (~7, 7)~ 6, x 6,. 
(2) 7,” ; 7; f = nzy ;. 
Let I, be a two-sided ideal of B generated by all the elements 7;;‘s 
(lss, isk, lst,jsf). Since A=(p,,(GL(n))) is a semisimple algebra 
and Ti, is A- and B-stable, we have BITi, = End+;,,,,,,,,> (T;,!). If we 
note that the ideal I, annihilates the subspace T;,, therefore we have 
End<,;,,,,(,,,> (r,,)= (nk,(Gk x (5,)). This gives the first statement of 
the theorem. 
Let us prove the second statement. As GL(n) x (Glk x G!) modules, Tkl 
has the decomposition 
T/c, = 0 TAO 0 CT,)*, 
leb” PEP” 
jll =k /PI =[ 
where Tn and (T,)* are irreducible representation spaces of 
GL(n) x (G’k x Gir) and TA = V,, @ U,, T,* = Vz, 0 U,. V,, and V:, are 
irreducible representation spaces with the highest weights [A, 41, and 
cc4 PI,, respectively, and U, (resp. U,) is the irreducible representation 
space of 6, (resp. 6,). If Z(n) + Z(p) 2 n, then the highest weight vectors of 
Ti Q T,* belong to T;,, hence the irreducible representation 
VcA+,. 0 ( UA 0 U,) of GL(n) x ((5’k x 6,) occurs in Ti I with multiplicity 1. 
Since TA Q T,* is the homogeneous component of the irreducible 
representation Ul @ UP of G’k x 6), the other irreducible components of 
GL(n) in TA Q Tz do not occur in Tk,, due to (1) of this theorem and the 
representation theory of semisimple algebras. It remains to show that if 
Z(1) + Z(p) > n, then ( Ti @ T,*) n r; I = 0. If we recall the definition of the 
Young symmetrizers, for i and p such that Z(n)+Z(p) >n, we have 
1 f $vQgV) 
(0,7)EQkXO, i=l 
n--r+1 I-i- 1 
87 /j V*Q @ V* 3TAQT;, 
> 
hence it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. (A”VQA”t’-“V*)n T;,+l-, =O. 
607/74/l-5 
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Proof: Let a = CIJ a,,e, @ eJ be an element of A”VQ A’V*, where t = 
n+l--s and I= (il,iz,...,is} (ordered set): lsi,sn and J= 
(j,, j,, . . . . j,) (ordered set): 1 5 j, 5 n and e, = ei, @ei, @ . . . Be,, eJ = 
ejl Q eh Q . . . 0 e/l. Moreover a,,J must satisfy the condition 
For any (a, t) E 6, x G,, ao(I),r(J) = en o sn t aIJI (*I 
where 44 = { io(l), ioc2), . . . . i,,,,} and t(J) = {jrcl), jrc2), . . . . jr(t)>, and sgn 
denotes the signature. Especially if there exists a pair of indices i, = i, 
(U # u) or j, = j, (U # v), then al,, = 0. We must show that if cf E T, 1, then 
aI,, must be zero for all Z, .Z. Since s + t = n + 1, a E T, I is equivalent to the 
following: 
For any ordered set H= {h,, h,, . . . . h,- i } (H may be empty) and I’ = 
{iI, i2, .,., iSpp}, J’ = {j,, j,, . . . . j,-,> such that the hk, i,, j”‘s are different 
from each other, 
atHI:tHJ’ - - 0. 
1=1 
We fix the sets I’ and J’ and consider the above equations for the suffix 
set t, h,, . . . . h,- i. Then due to (*), in order to prove a, J = 0 for all Z, J, it 
is sufftcient to show the following claim. 
Claim. Let xK’s be (‘J’; ’ ) variables indexed by the subset K’s of 
cardinality p of { 1, 2, . . . . 2p - 1 }. 
For any subset L of cardinality p - 1 of { 1,2, . . . . 2p - 1 }, we define the 
following linear equation: 
So we obtain (?I,‘) (= (*p;‘)) 1 inear equations in variables xk’s. Then this 
system of linear equations do not have any nontrivial solutions. 
The matrix representing these linear equations is just (a part of) the 
incidence matrix of the poset consisting of the subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . 2p - l}. 
And it is well known that this matrix of size (‘J’; ‘) x (*pi ’ ) is nonsingular, 
so we omit the proof. (Or the reader can verify this claim easily.) 
It seems that this theorem is the background for us to define the univer- 
sal characters of any irreducible rational representations of GL(n). 
2. THE UNIVERSAL CHARACTERS OF GL(n) AND THEIR RELATIONS 
Let A, (resp. A,) be the universal character ring in variables x1, 
x2, . . . . x, . . . (resp. y, , y,, . . . . v~...), namely /i, (resp. AY) is a projective 
limit of the graded algebras /i,, =?J[x,, x2, . . ..x.lGn (resp. /i,, = 
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aIY,P Y2, ...7 y,lGn). (We shall use the same notations as in our previous 
paper. For the details please refer to [KoTl].) We define two generator 
systems {p,(x)} and {ei(x)} of A, by 
fi (l-fXi)-l= f p;(X)t’, fi (l+tX,)= f e,(x)+. 
i=l i= 1 i= 1 ,=I 
We also define the elements p,(y) and e,(y) of A, in the same manner. Let 
us introduce a few more notations. We put A, y = A, 0 A, and let 5, be a 
homomorphism from A, y to the character ring R(GL(n)) of the rational 
representations of GL(n) defined by 
Kt: 4, =A,QA, nnr@nny ‘R+(GL(n)),QR+(GL(n)), 
A R(GL(n)),, 
where z,, is the natural projection from /i, to R+(GL(n)), = 
Z[x,, x2, . . . . x,JGn and rcny is also the natural projection and A* is a 
homomorphism obtained by putting y, = x;l, y, =x;‘, . . . . y, = xi’. In 
other words A* is the algebra homomorphism associated with the 
embedding homomorphism A: g E GL(n) --) (g, ‘g-l) E GL(n) x GL(n). We 
note that n,JeJx)) = c$)(x), where ejn’(x) is thejth elementary symmetric 
function in n variables x1, x2, . . . . x, and if j>n or j<O, then we put 
ey)(x) = 0. Moreover if we note e:‘(x) = x,x2 . . . x, (the character of deter- 
minant), then we have et)(x) ej’)(x;l, x;l, . . . . ~;‘)=er?~(x) for all j. 
For a pair of partitions (A, ,D) E 9, we define the universal character 
Cl, PIGL E L.v as follows. Let I’ = (Ai, A;, . . . . 2,:) (A; 2 2; 2 . . . 2 & > 0) 
and p’ = (&, &, . . . . 11:) (cl; 2 11; 2 . . . 2 /A: > 0) be the transposed Young 
diagrams of A and p. 
DEFINITION 2.1. 
r 
q&4 e,:- dr) , . . . . e,;-,-,+,(y) ’ 
e,;_,+l(y)3 e,;-,(y) p . . . . ep;_,-r-s+2(Y) 
= det e,;+,-~(y), EP;+,-2(y) y -., ’ 
e,;-Ar) 
e,4; -,(x), e+,+I(x) 7 ‘.., e~~,+s-,OJ 
e+-l(x)y cl;-.(x) , -., e,t;+.-2(x) 
~ej.;-.-s,l (X)3 Ej,;--r-s+2(X) 9...7 ’ e&l 
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= det Ye,; (v), e,;_, + l(~), . . . . ep; +,- ,(Y), 
e,&,(x), e,i-,- 1(x), .. . . e,&-s+ 1(x)), 
where t denotes the transpose of the matrix and e; (y) (i = & + r - j, j = 
1, 2, . ..) r) denotes the column vector defined by 
eip (VI = ‘(e,(y), ej-l(.v), eip2(Y), . . . . ei--rps+ I(Y)) E (AyY+s7 
and ei+ (x) (i= A,! - r-j+ 1, j= 1, 2, . . . . S) denotes the column vector 
defined by 
e+ (Xl = ‘(ei(x), ei+ I(X), ei+Ax), . . . . ei+r+s- I(X)) E (nxJr+‘. 
If i < 0, we put e,(x) = e,(y) = 0. 
(Later we will give another expression of [A, plGL, using the generator 
and (Pi(X)}.) Then n,,(e; (~1) = Y@)(y), ej!!,(y), 
(y)) and therefore 
ff,(ej- (v))=&~ '(e!T!j(X), e!2j+l(x), . . . . e~~j+,+,-l(X)) 
n 
1 
= - epi:li+ (x), 
e(“)(x) n 
where we put ej”)+ (x) = rc, Je: (x)). Consequently if n - $i 2 A;, i.e., n 2 
I(l) + I(p), we have 
k(C4 PIGL)=L ew(X)r det ‘(e(“J +. (x) e(“i+ n pr ’ n p;-, - l(X), .**3 n 
e??&,+l(x), e$)_:(x), 
et)_:-,(x), . . . . e!$-,+ ,(x)) 
=--!- ((n-p;,n-p;p,, . . . . n-/Au;, 
e(“)(x)’ n 
A;, 4, . . . . W,,,,), 
where (n -pi, n - ,u- 1, . . . . n - &, 1;) A;, . . . . A:)’ is the transposed diagram 
of the diagram (n - /JL:, n -pi- 1, .,., n - &, A;, A;, . . . . Ai) and r is the num- 
ber of columns in p, i.e., r = ,u~. We note that this diagram is obtained from 
the mixed diagram [A, ~1, as shown in Fig. 2. Then the highest weight of 
%,([A, p]& (if /(A)+I(p)Sn) is given by (A, +r)~ + ... + (A, +r)~, + 
rc s+l -t- ... +re,-,+ ... +(r-p,)E,- t+l + .a. +(r-pl)~,-r(~~=l~i)= 
CA PI”. 
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n= 9 
A= ( 5,3,1) 
cI=( 3,3,1) 
FIGURE 2 
Let us move to the case 1(A) + Z(p) > n. If there exist some i and j such 
that n - & - (r-j) = A,! - r + 1 - i, then the determinant is clearly zero, 
hence E,( [A, ~1~~) = 0. If all the & - r + 1 - i and n - & - r + j 
are different from each other, then E,( [A, p],& = (sgn ~/efi)(x)~) 
((&, &, . . . . ti+s)‘)GLCnj, where (<;, &, . . . . [:+s) is the partition and 0 is the 
element of G,,, obtained from (A, p) as follows. Permuting the numbers 
(n-pi, n-p:-, - 1, . . . . n-PL; -r- 1, 1; -r, . . . . 2: -r--s+ 1) in decreas- 
ing order, we denote the resulting sequence by (k,, k,, . . . . k,+,). Then sgn cr 
is the signature of this permutation and the 51 are given by 5; = k,, 5; = 
k,+l,..., 9:+s=k,+.+r+s-1. 
Let 5 be the Young diagram whose transposed diagram is <’ = (5;) 
if;, -**, 5:+s). Then we have E,( [J., ~1~~) = (sgn a/~$)(x)~)t,,~,,. Namely 
the image is an irreducible character of GL(n) up to sign. 




CAP I CL(“) if 1(1)+1(p)Sn 
= 0 or f {irreducible character} if I(A)+l(p)>n; 
and for the latter case the image of ii, is given explicitly above. 
First we prove formulas (0.2) and (0.3) stated in the Introduction. 
THEOREM 2.3. In the algebra A, y, we have 
(1) IIn9 PIGL =x:r,q,“E3 ( - 1)“’ LR:,, LR:,,, tldx) V,,(Y), 
(2) &x(x) PGL(Y) = L,,.ve~ LR:,, LR;,, Cc VIGL (~3 ~1. 
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COROLLARY 2.3.1. VA, @(VP,)* =Cr,q,venLR:q LR:,, %r([rl, VIOL), 
where VA,, and VT” are irreducible representation spaces with the highest 
weights [A, 41, and [qJ ,u],, respectively. 
This corollary follows easily from the above theorem if we recall the 
definition of i?,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We apply Laplace’s expansion formula for the 
first r rows and the remaining rows of the determinant 
det ‘(e,;(y), . . . . e;,+,-,(y), e,&,(x), . . . . e,&-s+l(~)). 
Then we have 
CA cllcL (4 Y) = 1 wK 4 
IJ 
x det(e rr+l-k+k-i,(Y))l~k,l~r 
Xdet(e~;-,-k+j,(X))~ Sk,lSsy (2.1) 
where the sum runs over the index sets Z= { iI, i,, . . . . i,}, 1 I il c 
i2 < .” <i,gr+s and .Z={jl,...,j2,js}, lsj,<j,< .-.<j,sr+s 
satisfying Zu J= { 1, 2, . . . . r + s} and sgn(Z, J) denotes the signature of the 
permutation (i, f* b : : : ;r J,+ 1 ‘.. ;s+s). Let us recall that skew Schur 
function s~,~ (A, ZECP~ and A 2 r) have the following determinantal 
expression: 
(see [M, p. 40, (5.5)]. Hence if we put a; =r+ 1 -j,, a; = r +2- j2, . . . . 
u;=r+l-j ,,..., u:=r+s-jjs, we have 
det(e,;-,-k+j,(X))=det(e,;-.;+,-k(X)) =s,dx). 
We note that r 2 a; 2 a; 2 . . . 2 a: 2 0 and a = (aI, a,, . . . . a,) is the Young 
diagram whose transposed diagram is a’= (a\, cl;, . . . . a:). For the first 
determinant of the R.H.S. of (2.1) if we take the conjugation by w,, = 






det(e,;+, -k +k-i,(Y))=det(e,k-s;-k+I(y))=S~,B(Y). 
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We also note that s 2 pi 2 /I; 1 . . . 2 pi 2 0 and fl = (~3~) &, . . . . /?J is the 
Young diagram whose transposed diagram is p’ = (p’, , /3;, . . . . b:). The 
condition Z u J = { 1, 2, . . . . r+s} says that {(jr=)/?; +r, (i,-, =)fl;+r- 
1 ,..., (il =)/$+l, (j, =)r+l-a;, (j,=)r+2-a;,..., (js=)r+s--i} 
must coincide with { 1, 2, . . . . r + s}. 
Here we use the following lemma from [M, p. 3, (1.7)]. 
LEMMA. Let A be a partition and m 2 A,, n 2 1;. Then the m + n numbers 
Ai+n-i (lsisn), n-l+j-1; (lgjsrn) are apermutation of{O, 1, 
2 5 . . . . m+n). 
If we put n = r + 1, and m = s, then n 2 a; and m z/?;. Then the lemma 
says that the numbers r+j-ai (1 sjss) and ai +r+ l-i (1 sisr+ 1) 
are a permutation of (0, 1, 2, . . . . r + s}. Since n = r + 1 > a;, a, = 0, and 
a,,, +r+ 1 -r- 1 =O. Therefore the numbers r+j-a,’ (1 sjjs) and 
ai + r + 1 - i (1 5 i 5 r) are a permutation of { 1, 2, . . . . r + s). Consequently 
the equalities /I; +r=a, +r,...,p:+r+l-u = tx,+r+l-u, /?:+l= 
a, + 1 must hold and finally we have /?; = c(~, . . . . /?: = cr, and sPIP(y) = 
s,,,(y) in (2.1). The only remaining thing to do is to determine the 
signature in (2.1). Since i, < i, < . . . < i, and j, < j, < . . < j,, the inver- 
sion number atj, =r+ 1 -a; is a;, the inversion number at jz =r+2-a; 
is a;, and so on, and finally we obtain sgn(Z, J) = (- 1)‘“‘. 
We will prove the second formula. Let us recall a few notations. A, has 
the inner product ( , ), such that sA (A E 9) becomes an orthonormal basis 
of A,. Let A, be an algebra obtained by completing A, with respect to the 
maximal ideal Ck t 1 A”,. Then we note that the inner product ( , ), can be 
uniquely extended to the pairing ( , )*: A, x d, --f Z. For anyfE/l.r, the 
linear map D,(f): A, -+ A,y is defined by 
Then D,: ~8, + End A, is an algebra homomorphism. in fact, if we put 
qk(x) = Cp”= i (xi)“ E A, (power sum of degree k) and q1 = ql,q12 . . . ql, for 
any AE~, then {qA}A.9 is a Q basis of A, @Q, and with respect to this 
basis, 0,(/i,) is the algebra of the linear differential operators (of infinite 
degree) with constant coefficients on the algebra A, 8 Q (cf. [M, p. 433). 
We define D,: /I, + End A, in the same manner. Then D, @Id (resp. 
D,OW A,, -+Axy is a linear endomorphism and for simplicity we also 
denote this homomorphism by D, (resp. Dy). 
Let us introduce the inner product ( , )Xy in AX, such that the 
sI(x) s,(v) (A, p ~9) become an orthonormal basis of ,4, “. Since 
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D,&(x)) sA(x) =Cr LR& sJx). We can rewrite (1) of the theorem as 
follows: 
CA PIGL = c (- 1)“’ Us,(x)) D,MY)) sn(x) S,(Y). 
re8 
If we recall nij(l -xi~j)=CTEd (-1)“’ s,(x)s~,(~) [M, p. 351, for any 
a, fi, 1, p E 8, we have 
= 
( 
‘%tx) ‘p(Y)? n Cl - xi Yj) sl.(x) sfi(,V) 9 
ij 1 
(2.2) 
where ~ij(l-xi~j)~/irY and /i,, is the algebra obtained by completing 
A,y with respect to the maximal ideal &+ 1L i A: 0 Ai, and we extend 
( , Jxv to the pairing A, y x A, .” naturally. In order to prove (2), it is 
sufficient to prove 
( 
1 c LR,:,, LR(‘v Crl, VIGL, s,dx) S,(Y) 
IV 7 ) J-Y 
= 
i 
1, if a=Aandj3=p 
0, otherwise. 
But if we substitute (2.2) into the above inner product, the above inner 
product 
C C LRcq LR[v~q(x) So, n (1 -XiYj) SA(X) S,(Y) 7v 7 i j  > x Y  
C D.r(sr(x)) D,(sz(Y)) scz(x) sp(Y)3 n (l -xiYj) s,l(x) sp(Y) . 
z -x Y  
If we recall ni j (1 -xi yj)-’ = C, s,(x) s,(y), we have 
= 
( 
see(x) sop n t1 -xiYj)-l n (l -xiYj) s,2(x) sp(Y) 
> x Y  
= (s,(x) $dY)T Sk(X) s,(v)L, 
= (ax), SI(X)), &3(Y)> S,(Y)), 
1, if a=Aand/?=p = 
0, otherwise 
The theorem is proved. 
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COROLLARY 2.3.2. {[A, pIGL) (A, pcE)forms a Zfree basis of A,,. 
ProoJ: Since {s&c) s,(y)} (A, PE 9) forms a Z free basis of A, y, (1) 
and (2) of the above theorem show that ([A, F]~‘} also forms another 
basis of A, “. 
Due to this corollary, we can consider the structure constant MCS,i$,C;!,V, 
with respect to this basis {[A, ,u]~~} (A, P E 9) defined by 
If we apply z, to the above (where nzZ(5)+1(q) and nLl(~)+l(v)), we 
obtain the decomposition of tensor product: 
The theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.4. 
M [LPI - 
C‘t.sl.C~.~l - c(x . LR,5, LR,‘@ 
a.B,B.6 K 
,) 
This theorem gives the most general form of the decompositions of 
tensor products for GL(n). Namely if we take 9 = v = 4, then E = K = 4, and 
<=a, z=6, we have 
if ,u=d 
if P#$, 
and if we take q = T = 4, we have 
and if we take q=z=#, then &=8=6=gl, and 1=a, p=j, and we obtain 
(2) of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. First we introduce the sets of variables. Let 
i 
Ul, q!, ..*, u,> and {ul, u2, . . . . u,} be sets of r variables and also let 
x,> and {yl, Y,, . . . . y,} be the other sets of n variables. We 
c~i%;.~ll the equalities in (R, (GL(n)), @I R, (GL(n)),)[ [u,, u2, . . . . u,, 
ur, . . . . o,]], where R, (GL(n))x = Z[xl, x2, . . . . x,JGn and R+(GL(n)), = 
KY,, Y,, . ..v ~~1~“. First we prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.5. 












’ bGL(n)(Y) BGt(n,@)* 
since n, s i,js ,. (1 - Uiuj) = co, 9~ ( - 1)‘“’ ~GL(~)(U) &L(~)(U), We have 
n t1 - ui"j) 
II C1 -xiuj) II t1 -Yi”j) 
= c (- 1)‘“’ LR,,fa LR,:, tGL(r)tU) 
x vGd”) aGLdX) bGL(n)(Y)7 
where the last sum runs over all (T, <, q E 8’ and all a, b E 8’“. If we recall 
the definition of n, x Y and (1) of Theorem 2.3, we have 
= c %xy ([t, r]GL tx Y)) tGL&) ~GL(rd”) 
S,?EP” 
and the lemma is proved. 
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We prepare the other sets of variables {wi, w2, . . . . wI} and 
1 zi, z2, . . . . z,}. Applying the above lemma to the variable sets {x}, ( y} and 
{w}, {z}, we have 
=,x9,“nx.v cc73 VIGL (x3 Y)) 7GL(rJU) VGL(,)W 
Therefore we have 
n (1 - UiUj) n (1 - W;Zj) 
(*)=n.(l-xiUj)~(l-~iv,)~(l-Xiwj)~(l-~izj) 
since 71, .* y is an algebra homomorphism. 
On the other hand, (*) can be rewritten as 
1 
n(l-fAiZj)n(l-UiWj) 
If we apply the above lemma to the sets of 2r variables {ui, u2, . . . . u,, 
Wl, w2, . . . . w,} and {q, u2, . . . . u,, zl, z2, . . . . z,} in the bracket, we have 
where 1, p run over the set 92r. 
Since 1 GL(2r)tU, “‘1 = &. 9’ L&x$ aGL(,)(u) dGL(r)(W) and ~GL(Zr)(b z) = 
C,T,OEB’LR&O fic~(r)(Z) ~GL.(,)(~)Y and ITI1 si,jsr (1 -UiZj)-’ =CKEY KGL(,) 
(u) x GL.&)~ and HI 5 i,js, (1 - uiWj)-’ =CEE~r&G~(r)(u) &CL(~)(W), We have 
c*,=cn n x .v( [A, PlGL.) L&f, LRKo aGL(r)(U) 
’ 8GL(r)(W) bGL(r)tZ) eGL(r)(“) KGL(r)(U) 
’ ICGL(r)tZ) EGL(r)(“) EGL(r)(W)~ 
where the sum runs over all the a, 6, b, 6, K, E E 8’. 
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Finally we have 
If n is greater than f(r)+l(v)+Z(q)+l(r) and rzn, x,~~J[L~]GL)#O, 
and cGL(r)(U) # 0, qGL(r)(u) f 0, zGL(,)tw) + 0, VGL(r)(Z) # 0, and comparing 
the coefficient, we obtain the theorem. 
EXAMPLE. The decomposition of [(2), (l*)],, C(2), (2)lGL. We put 
5 = 2, u = (l*), r = (2), v = (2). The possible diagrams of K and E are K = 4, 
(l), (2), and E = 4, (1). If K = 4, then a = (2) and /I = (2) and LR,& = 
4:, =l. If I=, then a=(l) and p=(l) and LR,&=LR,;,+=l. If 
K =2, then a=jI= 4, and LRJ, = LR,., = 1. If .s=d, then 8= (i*) and 
S=(2) and LR,?,=LR,:,=l. If E=(l), 0=(l) and 6=(l) and LR,:,= 
fikave c(2), (12)lGL [t2)? (211 
7 = 1. Carrying out the calculations of all possible LR& and LRLO, 
CL = [(4), (3, 1)lGL + [(4), (2, l’)]G, + 
cc39 l)> t3> l)lGL + [t3> l), t2, 12)lGL + [t2*h t3, l)lGL + [(22)> t2, l*)lGL 
+ [(3)? t3)iGL + 2[(3)v t2? i)iGL + [c2, up (3)iGL + [t3)? fi3)iGL + 
2[(2, l), (2~ l)lGL + [(2~1), (13)lGL + [(2), (2)1GL +2c(2)~ tl*)lGL + 
[tl*), (2)1GL + [(12)~ (l*)lGL + c(l), (l)lGL. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (Ref. [K2]; Restriction rules from GL(n) to 
GL(k) x GL(n -k)). 
CA PI lGL(“) CL(n) GL(k)xGL(n-k) = c LR,:, LR[,, LR:v 
a.S.B,lrsa 
c y, 6 
x 4”‘s [a, flIGL(k) [v, 61GL(n-k). 
Proof: Using the skew Schur functions, the formula (1) of Theorem 2.3 
is restated as 
[‘? PlGf. tx, y) = c t-l)“’ S&) s,,,‘(y). (*I 
TE9 
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We prepare four sets of variables x= {xi}, x’= {xl}, and y= {y,}, 
y’= {yf}. First we consider the union of variable sets x and x’ as a single 
variable set and also consider the union of variable sets y and y’ as a single 
variable set and apply the formula (*); then we have 
CA PIGL (.T x’; Y9 Y’) = 1 (- 1 I”’ S&? x’) s,,,LY, $1. 
769 
We use the variable separation formulas of skew Schur functions (see [M, 
p. 41, (5.11)]). Then 
Sl&G x’) = 1 Si&) s,,,(x’) 
I3cc3r 
S,,r~(A 9) = c Q?(Y) q?,,‘(Y’). 
p=lp=lr’ 
Substituting these into the above, we have 
= 1 LR& L&f,, se(x) 
This formula is considered in the ring A, y 6 A,,.,, = A, @A,, 0 A,. @J A,,.. 
(We consider [A, plGL (x, x’; y, y’) as an element of A,,,,, 6 nCY, ,,,) and 
we identify A,,,,., @/iC,,Y.j as the subring of A, @A, @A,. @A,,. in 
the natural manner.) If we restrict the specialization it,_, @it,: 
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&Jmd,,~ --f R(GL(n -k) @ R(GL(k)) to the subring ,4,,.,., @J n,,,.,, it 
follows directly from the definition of the specialization homomorphism 
that %-k OjZkln,.,,.,~n,,,,,, coincides with the specialization homomorphism 
63: 4x,,,, oA(y,y’) -R(GL(n)). Hence we obtain the proposition. 
Using this proposition, we can determine the weights and their mul- 
tiplicities in an irreducible representation [A, plGLCnj as follows. First we 
regard a partition (or Young tableau) 1 as the subset {(i, j) E N x N: 
15 is I(n), 15 js &} of N x N. Then a Young tableau T of shape 1 is a 
map T: 1+ N satisfying the conditions 
(1) T(i, 1)s T(i, 2)s ++. s T(i, A,), 
(2) T(l,j)<T(2,j)< ... <T($j), 
where I’= (A;, A;, . . . . A;). For each ke N, we put uk(T) = 
Maximum{i)(i,j)ET-l(k)}. A pair of Young tableau (T, p) is called a 
mixed tableau of CL(n) if (T, F) satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The images of T and T are subsets of { 1,2, . . . . n}. 
(2) Uk(T)+Z&)sk for afly kEN. 
For a tableau T we define the weight wt( T) = (d,, d,, . . . . d,) by 
dk = 1 T-‘(k)1 (the number of elements) for k E N. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 2.7. [A, p]GL(nj(~l, x~,..,,x,,)=&~,~) x~‘(~)-“‘*(~), where 
(T, T) runs over all the mixed tableau of CL(n) such that shape T = I and 
shape T= ,u and x~‘(~‘- Wt(” denote the monomial xf - a’x,d2- a2 . . . xPean, 
where wt(T) = (d,, d,, . . . . d,) and wt(T) = (&, a,, . . . . a,). 
We only outline the proof (Ref. [KoT2]). Let us recall formula (2.3) in 
the proof of Proposition 2.6: 
CA PIGL = (4 x’; Y, Y’) 
= 1 s&) s,~8(~)Ca~ BIGL (x’, Y’). 
If each of x and y consists of a single variable x, and y,, respectively, then 
IAl - 14 
S&XI I= 
1 
Xl 3 if A- p is a horizontal strip 
0, otherwise 
if p - #I is a horizontal strip 
otherwise. 
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(As for the notation, see [Ml.) Therefore we have 
where a, p run over all the partitions such that ;1- tl and ,u - b are horizon- 
tal strips and {diag(x,, x2, . . . . x,): xi E @ x } is taken as the maximal torus 
of GL(n). 
Since Z(1) + I(p) s n, we have l(a) + I(/?) 2 n. If l(a) + Z(p) 5 n - 1, then 
~,-l(Ca,pl.,)=Ca,PIGL(n--I). If 4a)+W=n, then n-l-{Pi + 
(r-l))=a; -r (r=p,), and if we recall Proposition 2.2, we have 
iz, _ 1( [a, p] & = 0. This fact implies condition (2) in the definition of a 
mixed tableau of GL(n). 
Also we can give the weight multiplicities of a weight [& q], in a 
representation [A, PI..(,) as a polynomial in n exactly the same as in 
[Koi]. We state briefly only the results. 
[c, q], is a (dominant) weight in [A, PI.,(,) if and only if 12 <, p 2 q, 
and 111 - 151 = 1~1 - 1~1, where 2 denotes the Snapper order. Then for 
a fixed (A, ,u) and (5, q) satisfying the above conditions, if we consider 
the weight multiplicity QCn,p,.CS,t13(n) of [g, q], in the representation 
CA PI GL(n) as a function in n, then Q,,,,,,,,,,,(n) is given by a polynomial 
in n of degree k, where k = [Al - 151 = 1~1 - 1~1 and the coefficient of the 
highest term in Qcn,pl,Lt,,l( n is 1 g iven by KA tK, ,/k!, where e and q denote 
the partitions r= (t, lk) and rj = (q, lk) and Kn e, K, 4 denote the Kostka 
coefficients. 
Next we express [A, plGL by a determinant of {p,(x)} and {p,(y)}. Let 
w, (resp. oY) be an involutive algebra automorphism of ,4, (resp. A,,) 
defined by 
for all 1~9 
(A’ is the transposed diagram of 1; (see [M, p. 143). We also denote the 
involutive algebra automorphism w, 0 Id (resp. Id@ CD, ): A, y + A, y by 
the same letter o, (resp. w,). Then from (1) of Theorem 2.3, we have 
%qk PIGL) = c ( - 1 Y” S2Jrf(X) Q,(Y) 
= Cl’, P’IGL. 
If we recall o,(p,(x)) = e,(x) and o,(e,(x)) = p,(x), we have 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. For any pair of partitions A= (A,, II,, . . . . A,) and p = 
(Pl, P2, . ..Y p,), we have 
CA plGL (x9 y)=det ‘(p,(Y), P,-,+~(Y), . . . . P;+,-~(Y), 
Pn:-r(x), P,i-r4ca . ..T P,&-.+,(X)), 
wherepj-(y) (j=pl ,..., ~~+i--l,..., pI + r - 1) denotes the column vector 
defined by 
PI: (Y)= ‘(Pj(Yh Pj-l(Y)9 a.*> Pj-r-s+l(Y)lE (Ay)r+s 
and pj+ (x) (j= li - r - i + 1) denotes the column vector defined by 
Pj+ tx)= ‘(Pjtxh Pj+ltxh .*.3 Pj+r+s-ltX)JE (Ax)r+s* 
Furthermore let us define another involutive automorphism zXg of A, y 
by 
~x,MX) S,(Y)) =sn(Y) SJX) for all 1, p E 8. 
Then from (2) of Theorem 2.3, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.9. I,~( [A, p]oL (x, y)) = [p, A],, (x, y). I, y corresponds 
to taking the dual * in Theorem 1.1 in Section 1, since ([A, p]oLCn))* = 
cu ax(n). 
Finally, let us mention some more applications of the above for- 
mulations and theorems. Since S,(M(n, C)) (kth symmetric power of 
M(n, C)) is decomposed into the direct sum, S,(M(n, C)) = 
Cln, =k,leBn V, 0 I’? as CL(n) x CL(n) module, we have 
Since M(n, C) = g/(n, C) = ge(n, C) + C Id, (Id,, is the identity matrix) as 
CL(n) module, and the adjoint action of CL(n) on M(n, C) factors through 
PGL(n) (= PSL(n)), we have 
S(M(n, C)) = S(M(n, @))GL’“‘@ H’“‘, 
where H’“’ is the graded space of all the harmonic polynomials of SL(n). It 
is well known that he Poincare series of the graded ring S(M(n, C))GL(n) is 
given by 
P(S(M(n, C))““‘“‘, q) = fi (1 - q’)-l. 
i= I 
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([q, vIGL) q”l, the generalized exponents of an irreducible representation 
Cc vlsL~,~ ( = Cv, vlGLcnj 1 %i/) are given by 
where the sum on the R.H.S. runs over all 1 E 9” and all 5, p E 9” such that 
%(C5, ~1~~) = sgn{$t}Cv, vlGLb); here sgn{ ::t} ( = f 1) denotes the 
signature of the specialization (see the argument before Proposition 2.2). 
We will take the limit n -+ cc in the above. For a fixed k, we consider the 
coefficient of qk. If n 2 2k, since Z(L) 5 [,?I ( = k), it is suflicient to consider 
5, ~1 of length at most k. But in this case E,( [<, ~1~~) = [l, plGL(,,), and 
finally we have 
c,,,“,(q) = lim cCI,Y,SL,n)(d n-m 
= igl (1 - qi) 1 LR,fv LR,“” q”‘. 
An easy consequence of this formula is that C,,,yl(q) = C,,,,,(q). If we 
recall l/ni, j (1 - qxi y,) = xA sI(x) s>.(y) girl, Ccv,,,(q) is given by 
l-I:=, (l-4”) 
ni,, (1 _ qxiyj) =; cCv.d~)[~~ ‘]GL by y), 
and since 0,0,(n,,(1 - qxiyi))‘) = w,(JJij (1 + qXiJJj)) = 
ni, (1 - qxi yj)-‘, we obtain the symmetry 
c,,,“,(q) = C,,,,“&d for all u], v E 9. 
The former argument shows that if n 2 2k, the coefficient of qk in Cc,,,,(q) 
equals the coefficient of qk in CC’I,Y,SLJq), so this symmetry survives for the 
coefficient of qk (42 2 k) of CC,,vlSL,n, ( ) and CCWISL,“, 4 q ( ). Moreover if we 
note that MN, Cl = Mh @I*, we have CCs,v3sLr.,(q) = Ccv.sIsLJq). 
We can also introduce the notion of plethysms in the algebra nxY. We 
state the definitions and their properties briefly without proof (cf. [M, 
P. 651). Let f, gEn,, and write g as a sum of monomials 
g = 1 u, &Y? %p EC 
aB 
where CX, /I are multi-indexes. We introduce the fictitious variables { ti} and 
{si} defined by 
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(where z is an indeterminant) and define fog= f(ti, t,, ,.., t,, . . . . s,, 
s*, . ..) S,)EAxJ,. Thenfog is well defined and e,(x)of=foe,(x)=f: If we 
Put q&J = ci”= 1 (0 E A,, and qk(Y) = xi”= 1 (YiJk E dxy (we regard qk(X) 
and qk(y) as elements of /1, ,, in the natural manner), then we have 
(1) for any gEA,,, 
qk(x)’ g = go qk(x) = g(xf, xi, . . . . x$ . . . . y’;, . . . . YE... ) 
c2) qkcX)’ qdx) = qkdXh qkb) o q,(Y) = qkltX) 
qkb)’ q/(Y) = qkl(Y), qk(Y) ‘q,tx) = qklb). 
By definition, for each g E /IxY, the mappingf + fo g is an endomorphism 
of LtXY. Also the two mappings nXY 3 g + q”(x) 0 g and nXY 3 g + q,(y) o g 
are endomorphisms of ,4, “. This plethysm is associative. We can check it 
easily since q,‘(x), q,(y), It, 12 0 generate nlY O&p and we already know 
the multiplication laws between qk(x))s and ql(y)‘s in (2). Under the 
formulation of plethysm, the calculation of the generalized exponents are 
equal to the problem decomposing the plethysm pI1 0 ([ 1, lIGL). 
3. THE UNIVERSAL DECOMPOSITION COEFFICIENTS OF 
TENSOR PRODUCTS OF REPRESENTATIONS FOR Sp AND SO 
First let us recall the definitions of the universal characters of Sp(2n) and 
SO(n). (For the notations and details, please refer to [KoTl].) In this sec- 
tion we use another set of variables tl, t2, . . . . t,, . . . . and define the projective 
limit A, and pi(t), e,(t)EA, in the same manner as A, and p,(x), e,(x). 
DEFINITION. For a partition 1 E 9, we define I, E A, and lSO E A, as 
[KoTl, Def. 2.1.11 
PA,+1 +P%,-1~ .-.> P%,+k-1 +P+k+l 
...Y P&+km2 +Pi,-k 
PI,-k+2 +P,L-k, .Y PAI +Pi.,-2k+2 
P&+1 -PA,-39 .“v P&+k--l -P&k-l 
1 =det Pi, -P+4, ...) P&+k-2 -P&k-Z 
SO 
\P%t-k+l - pj.k-k-l, p&k+2 -PAL--k-2 “‘) P,?, -P&2k / 
where k = 1(A). 
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Remark. In our previous paper, we used the notations x0(n) and x,(n) 
instead of I,, and I,. But for simplicity, we shall use I,, and 2, in this 
paper. 
Each of &p>AEp and { iSo} 1G d becomes a h free basis of /1,. Also 
we defined the homomorphism x+,~~): A, + R(Sp(2n)) and 7~~~~~): ,4, + 
R(SO(n)) (we called these homomorphisms the specialization homo- 
morphisms) satisfying the properties (see [KoTl, Sect. 2.41) 
(1) %,,2n,(&,) = {i-y; us (2 ) - P II’ 
(2) 
if I(A) 5 [n/2] = Rank of SO(n) 
(fl), otherwise, 
where p is a Young diagram and lSpcZnj, pSpczn) are irreducible characters of 
Sp(2n). (We denoted these characters by xSpcz,,(l) and x~~(~~)(P), respec- 
tively, in [KoTl].) Also ASOcnj and pSOcnj are characters of SO(n). (We 
denoted them by xoc,,(J) and xoc&), respectively, in [KoTl].) And in 
the latter case of the above (1) and (2), we have given explicit descriptions 
of the image rcSp,,,,(~,,) and 71 so(n)(J.so) (see [KoTl, Proposition 2.4.11). 
Let B& (resp. C,!,) be the structure constants with respect to the basis 
&iO>M (resp. {A,,} 1G 9). Namely B,& is given by 
PSOVSO = 1 B,:‘,&,, where Bs,, E Z 
a.59 
rev. .kpvsp = c ~~V&P~ 
ieS 
Since we already know the image of ASo by nSOcnJ (1, by zSp(2nJ, BLY 
(resp. C,:,) is, we should say, the universal decomposition coefficient of 
bOcn) (rev. &p(2n) 1 in the tensor product ~~~~~~~~~~~~ (rev. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
That is, if [n/2] 2 Z(p) + I(v) (resp. n 1 Z(p) + Z(v)), then BpfY (resp. Ci,) is 
the multiplicity of the representation lso(nj (resp. 1,,,,,,) in the tensor 
product pSO(n,~SO(n) (resp. P~~(~,,~v~~(~,,J. We have already shown in 
[KoTl] that B,, ’ = C ’ for all J., p, v E 8. Here as stated in the Introduc- 
tion, we shall prove ths’following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
B;,( = CL,, = I&,,, l B LR$ L&I;, LR,:, .  
Proof. It is enough to show that C,,$ = C LR,y< LR,", LR,:,,. Let R = 
@Cl,, t;', t2, t;' , . . . . t,, t; ‘1 be the Laurent polynomial ring in n variables 
t, 7 t, 3 ***, t, and let R[ [x,, x2, . . . . xr] J be the formal power series ring in r 
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variables over the coefficient ring R. From now on, all the equalities are 
considered in R[[x,, x2, . . . . x,]]. For k = 1, 2, . . . . r, we put 
f&(x,) = fi (1 - tiXk)( 1 - f;rxk). 
i= I 
Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
Using this lemma, first we shall prove the theorem. If we take r = n, we 
have 
(3.1) 
If we prepare another set of variables y,, y,, . . . . y, and apply the above 
Lemma, then we have 
nl,i-zj6n(1-YiYj) 
= c PSp(2n)W PGL(n)(Y). 
ar,(Yl)(bSp(Y2)...dtSp(Yn) pE9n 
(3.2) 
Therefore multiplying each side of (3.1) and (3.2) separately, we have 
smce x,+,(~~) is an algebra homomorphism. On the other hand, the L.H.S. of 
(3.3) can be rewritten as 
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If we apply the above lemma for the 2n variables x1, x2, . . . . x,, yl, 
Y,, ..-, y,, we have 
1 
the L.H.S* Of (3.3) = n, ~ i, Jo n (1 _ xi yj) IfB*” ~sP(zn,(b) kw2& Y). c 
Since SAX, y) = Ct,vE3n LRtf,s,(X)s,(Y) and 1KIl~i.j~~ (l-xiYj)= 
c TE 9” ~GUn)(4 T,,(“)(Y) ( see [M, p. 41]), we have 
the L.H.S. of (3.3) = 1 LR~v~spc2n,(Asp) 
dE@ 
5.fLrcB” 
x ~GL(n)b) rGL(&) r,,(n)(Y) VGL(n)(Y) 
Therefore for a fixed triple of I, p, v, if we take n >= Max{Z(l), I(p), f(v)}, 
then &L(n) #O and vGL(n) #O and rr,,(,,,(il,,) = A,,,,,,; hence, we have 
CL, = C LR&, LR,;, LRct, and the theorem is proved. 
It remains to prove Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. First we prove the following formula. 
Claim. det(1, x+x-‘, x2+xW2,..., x~+~+x-(‘-‘))=~~~~~~~, 
(1-xixj)~,~icj,r(xi-~j)~(~1~2...~,)-r+1, where xk+xek (k= 
1, 2, . . . . r - 1) denotes the column vector xk + xPk = ‘(xt + xlk, x’; + x;k, . ..) 
x9 + x;~) and 1 denotes the column vector (1, 1, . . . . 1). 
Proof of the claim. Since (~~+x;‘)~=x~+x;~+(:)(x~-~+x;(~-~)) 
+ ($)(xf-2 + q(k-2)) + . . . ) applying elementary transformations with 
respect to the column vectors of the above determinant successively, we 
have 
det(1, x+x-‘, . . . . xrP1 +x-(~-~)) 
=det(l, (x+x-‘), (x+x-1)2, . . . . (X+X-I)‘-l), (3.4) 
where (x + x- l)i denotes the column vector 
‘((x1 +x;‘)‘, (x2 +x;‘)‘, . ..) (x, +x;‘)‘). 
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The R.H.S. of (3.4) is the Vandermonde determinant and since 
(xj+(xj)-‘-xi-(xi)-‘)=(xixj))‘(l-xixj)(x;-xj), 
the R.H.S. of (3.4) = n (xi + (xi)-’ -xi - (xi)-‘) 
Isi4jSr 
= n (xix,)-’ (1 - X,Xj)(Xi -xJ. 
Isi-cjl;r 
Hence we obtain the claim. 
Using this claim, we have 
nl,i-cj,r(l-xixj) 
I-Ii= 1 4.Sptxi) 
det(l,x+x-‘,...,x’-‘+x-“-“)(x,x, . ..x.)‘-r = 
nr=,~Sp(Xi)n,,i<jlr(Xi-Xj) *  
(3.5) 
If we substitute (#s(xi))-’ = I-lip=0 px)(t)(~~)~ into the R.H.S. of the above 
equality (where p?)(t) denotes the character (restricted to the maximal 
torus of Sp(2n)) of the fi th symmetric product of the natural represen- 
tation Czn of Sp(2n), and for short, we write pA for p?)(r)), 
(XIX2 . . . x,)‘- l 
the R.Hs. Of (3.5) =ni< j (Xi - x,) fi,f2,..,,h c Pf,Pf* -.P,(XJ/’ 
x (x2)“. . (x,)h x; 
x C sgn rr(x;(“) + x,bCo’) 
UEG, 
x (x~(‘)+x;~(‘))...(x~(‘-‘)+x;o(‘-l)) 
(where 6, acts on the set (0, 1,2, . . . . r - 11 by permutations) 
x 
( 
C w *pf, pf2 . . . pf, 
> 
x (x,y (x2)h- ’ . . (x,)/r- 1, (3.6) 
where the inner sum runs over all the indices fr , f2, . . . . f, and CJ E 6, such 
that Zi-1=x.++-11+(i-1), namelyf,=Zi-r+o(i-1) and we put 
pi = 0 if i < 0. Therefore the inner sum in (3.6) is equal to 
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PI,-r7 P/,-r+1 +Pi,-r-l, . ..7 P/,-l +Pi,-Zr+l 
We denote by det(p,-,, p/-,+ l +pIPrP1, . . . . pIPl + pI-2r+l) this deter- 
minant. If there exists a pair (i, j) i # j such that Zj = Zj, then the above 
determinant is equal to zero. So we have 
1 
theR.H.S.of(3.6)=~i~j(xi-xj)i,,il,~,S~0 w~(xd”~ 
x (x,(2))‘*- 1 . ‘. (x0(,))“- 1 




x det(x’l- ‘, x’~- ‘, . . . . x’~- ‘) 
where x’~-’ denotes the column vector defined by xl!- ’ = ‘((xl)“-‘, 
(x2)I’ - 1, . ..) (x,)“- ‘). We put II = I., + r, Z2 = A2 + r - 1, . . . . 1, = A, + 1. Then 
1, - r = I,, 1, - r = A2 - 1, . . . . Zr-r=&-(r-l), and we have 
the R.H.S. of (3.6) 
det(x A, + (r - 1) ) XA2+v--2) 9 ..‘I X2’) 
det(x’-‘, xrP2, . . . . x, 1) 
P&-r+15 P+r+2 +pi.,-,, ...v pi,+pn,-2,+2 I 
Since pi = &j(t) = 7csPt2,,(pi(t)) (where p,(t) E A,), hence the above deter- 
minant is equal to 7~ SpClnj(ASp) (see [KoTl, Remark 1.3.4]), we have 
the R.H.S. of (3.6) = 1 L-,(,)(x,, x2, . . . . xr) ~s~(~,,&J. 
E.EB’ 
Hence, the lemma and consequently the theorem is proved. 
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Along the same line, we can prove BLY = C LR,:,, LR$ LR,;,, without 
assuming that BPfY = C,f,. So this gives another proof of the “duality” 
between the characters of Sp and those of SO. Compared with the previous 
formula [KoTl; Proposition 2.5.21 this theorem makes it much easier to 
calculate B,fy ( = C,!,), since this formula does not contain any terms with 
negative coefficients. 
Note added in proof: After submitting this paper, the author was informed that there exists 
another interesting and combinatorial approach to the rational characters of GL(n) and 
Proposition 2.7. by J. R. Stembridge, Rational Tableaux and the Tensor Algebra of g/(n), 
J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 46 (1987), 79-120. 
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